Abraham, Barkley score in Chelsea's win over Barca

'There is more work to do but it's been a good trip. It's been positive in all senses'

Chelsea striker Abraham and midfielder Barkley bagged goals against the Spanish giants in a star-studded game.

Chelsea coach Frank Lampard was all praise for his young stars after the Asian tour.
Bale will not leave
Real on loan: agent

I want to be very clear... I have not disrespect anybody and least of all the player.

Bale was not listed for the club’s pre-season tour of China and Malaysia, and will not join up with the squad for the next weeks’ La Liga fixture with Getafe. The 28-year-old is understood to have been left out of the squad in the wake of reports that he turned down a move to Everton. The forward has been linked with a number of clubs, including Manchester United, and has also been subject to interest from China.

Bale’s agent claimed on Thursday that the Welshman has decided to stay at Real Madrid and that he is committed to the club. The agent, Jonathan Barnett, told Sky Sports: “Bale will not leave Real Madrid. There is no truth in the reports.”

The news comes after the forward’s agent, Barnet, said on Thursday that the 28-year-old ‘will not leave Real Madrid on loan’. Bale, who has been linked with a number of clubs in recent weeks, has not appeared for the club since a pre-season friendly against Al Duhail in 2019.

Bale’s agent also revealed that the Welshman is not looking to leave the Bernabeu on loan this summer, despite being left out of the squad for the club’s pre-season tour of China and Malaysia. Barnett said: “Gareth will not leave Real Madrid on loan. There is no truth in the reports.”

Bale will not leave Real Madrid, according to his agent Jonathan Barnett.

Bale’s agent has told Sky Sports that the 28-year-old will not leave Real Madrid on loan this summer. Barnett said: “Bale will not leave Real Madrid. There is no truth in the reports.”

Bale will not leave Real Madrid on loan, according to his agent Jonathan Barnett.

More than 800mn watched Africa Cup of Nations on beIN SPORTS

More than 800 million viewers tuned in to watch the Africa Cup of Nations in 2019, according to beIN Sports. The Qatar-based sports channel has confirmed that a total of 822 million viewers watched the tournament in 2019, which took place in Egypt.

“On the success of the Total Af-

cup, Africa Cup of Nations as

to the final alone. A total of 75 hours

When you think about it, there’s not a huge experi-

ence in the tournament. Africa Cup of Na-

to the final on Friday. More than 800mn

Spotlight

City manager Guardiola dismisses media criticism

Pep Guardiola made an impassioned defence of Manchester City and his players after criticism in China’s state media for their ‘arrogance’ ahead of their game against Shanghai Shenhua.

“Firstly, I have not disrespected any sus-

is to accept a salary cut.

Jiangsu Suning and Beijing
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Opener Roy to make Test debut against Ireland

England’s Test side will not alter its approach in the one-off match against Ireland at Lord’s today, according to captain Joe Root.

"We’ll want to be binary, focused and intense in the way we play the game," Roy said yesterday, with Eoin Morgan set to make his first Test appearance at the moment.

"Joe has made a real impact in his first two Tests and he is a great player," Roy said. "He brings a lot of energy and enthusiasm to the side.

"He brings something different to the team. He has been a brilliant addition to the group and he brings a lot of experience and nous to the team."
Kuchar joins world-class field at Porsche European Open

‘Christian is going to go down as one of the best starters ever, if not the best. He has nothing to lose’

Number 11 Xander Schauffele in the rankings in the United States will tee it up at the Porsche European Open in Hamburg, from September 11-14. 'I’m excited for my week in Europe in September. “I’m excited to return to the European Open at Green Eagle Golf Club in Hamburg.” said Kuchar. “I always enjoy coming over to Europe and have found a lot of things to see and do.”

The pair have met once this season, with Kuchar taking a narrow 6.5-6.5 victory at 9.84 seconds in Shanghai. Their last race at 300m came in the 2014 US junior championships at the 2015 US Olympic trials. Coleman won the championship. He also thought of Coleman winning with 53.32 seconds in Shanghai.

The pair have met once this season, with Kuchar taking a narrow 6.5-6.5 victory at 9.84 seconds in Shanghai. Their last race at 300m came in the 2014 US junior championships at the 2015 US Olympic trials. Coleman won the championship. He also thought of Coleman winning with 53.32 seconds in Shanghai.

The year’s fastest at 200, 200m (19.91). While world records are not an everyday occurrence, the US also appears to have two candidates for top marks in the 400m.

The headliners, of course, are the US trials boast speed and Lyles-Coleman showdown

Noah Lyles (left) of the US on his way to winning the men’s 100m ahead of Chris Coleman (second right) at the Shanghai Diamond League on May 18, 2019. (Reuters)

The number two on the PGA Tour is set for his first appearance in Germany for more than a year when he tees off in the Porsche European Open at Green Eagle Golf Club in Hamburg. “I’m excited to return to the European Open at Green Eagle Golf Club in Hamburg.” said Kuchar. “I always enjoy coming over to Europe and have found a lot of things to see and do.”
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Chicago White Sox defeat extended safety netting

FOCUS

The Chicago White Sox lost their first home game since ending their 115-year wait for a World Series title on Oct 28, 2005. The team's first home game in the 2020 season was a no-decision against the Minnesota Twins, who had just defeated the Red Sox two days earlier. The game was played in front of a socially distanced crowd of fans who were allowed to enter the stadium with their own food and drinks, in violation of the state's ban on indoor dining. The game was suspended after seven incomplete innings due to a power outage, and resumed the next day with the Twins leading 5-4. The game ended in a 5-5 tie, with the Twins winning the second game of the series 6-5.
New Zealand's Rugby Championship clash is no dress rehearsal for the World Cup, says Hansen

Former party boy O'Connor no longer out and about, says Genia

Boks clash is no WC preview, says NZ coach Hansen

Bok star his test after missing Argentina

Worried O'Keefe out of Wales training

Boxing: Floyd Mayweather makes 'special adviser' to China boxing team

Suspended Pulev banned for two years

New Zealand boxer makes world title bid
Frenchman Alaphilippe keeps the overall lead after stage 16; Baarle receives a warning for making a U-turn to return to team leader

OVERALL STANDINGS

1. Julian Alaphilippe (FRA/Deceuninck) 64hrs 57mins 30sec.
2. Geraint Thomas (GBR/INE) at 1min 35sec.
3. Steven Kruijswijk (NED/JUM) 1:47.
4. Peter Sagan (SVK/BOR) 0.
5. Niccolò Bonifazio (ITA/TDE) 0.
8. Jasper Stuyven (BEL/TRE) 0.
9. Maximiliano Richeze (ARG/DEC) 0.
11. Egan Bernal (COL/INE) 2:02.
12. Jakob Fuglsang (DEN/AST) 2:03.
13. Daniel Martin (IRL/UAE) 2:08.
17. David Gaudu (FRA/FDJ) 2:27.
19. Xandro Meurisse (BEL/WGG) 2:30.
20. George Bennett (NZL/JUM) 3:03.

RESULTS

Stage 16
2. Elia Viviani (ITA/Dia) 0.
3. Sam Bennett (IRL/AST) 0.
4. Peter Sagan (SVK/BOR) 0.
5. Niccolò Bonifazio (ITA/TDE) 0.
6. Matteo Marsan (ITA/AND) 0.
7. Matteo Trentin (ITA/DEG) 0.
8. Jasper Owings (USA/TRE) 0.
9. Alejandro Knott (BRA/BEL 0.
10. Anastasios Fakklidis (Greece) 0.
11. Elia Viviani (ITA/Dia) 0.
12. Tadej Pogačar (SLO/UAE) 0.
13. Egan Bernal (COL/INE) 0.
14. Maximilian Schachmann (GER/BAL) 0.
15. Andre Boekholt (CAN/UAE) 0.
16. Kenneth Jespersen (DEN/CMD) 0.
17. Oliver Naesen (BEL/LBL) 0.
18. Warren Barguil (FRA/ASO) 0.
19. Greg Van Avermaet (BEL/D2C) 0.
20. Jakob Frederik Kragh Andersen (DEN/DCW) 0.

OVERALL STANDINGS
1. Julian Alaphilippe (FRA/Deceuninck) 64hrs 57mins 30sec.
2. Geraint Thomas (GBR/INE) at 1min 35sec.
3. Steven Kruijswijk (NED/JUM) 1:47.
4. Thibaut Pinot (FRA/FDJ) 1:50.
5. Niccolò Bonifazio (ITA/TDE) 0.

SPOTLIGHT

Tokyo preparations on track one year out from Games

Tokyo is full on track to deliver the “compact” 2020 Olympics it promised when it was awarded the Games’ hosting rights a decade ago, the International Olympic Committee’s Co-ordination Commission chair said yesterday.

Wednesday marks one year until the opening ceremony in the almost-completed National Stadium, and organisers claimed the “compact” Games — “We’re very pleased that the delivery of the construction has been on track,” said John Coates, in Tokyo re- emphasising the preparations are ahead of one-year-to-go events.

“... all of the sentiment is growing... the eyes of the world are on Tokyo which is罗toro to host in next 24 months,” he added.

Over 200,000 people in Japan and elsewhere have signed a petition to save the original emblem — known as the “souvenir” — as it passed with minimal criticism over the use of public funds. Local sponsorship revenue has passed $1 billion, more than any other Games, which is necessary to Tokyo 2020 organisers battle rising costs.

Coates added in December 2018 that total cost of 8.6 billion, well above their original estimate of under 13 billion.

The Australian contingent is expected to set off for Tokyo next week to compete on the track, where courses are heading into the final straight with few major headaches.

But it’s not always been plain sailing. Translink Toulouse resigned this year as president of the Olympic Games Committee following allegations of suspected host city “corruption” but the Olympic Games still had to scrap the original logo one accusations of plagiarism.

There are also concerns over how hot Tokyo was in 2016 and 2017.

A record heat was in July 2016 killed more than 100 people in Tokyo, with the “heat dome” breaking down the穿着 to protect athletes and spectators.

“Discussions were taken to the fact that conditions were would be allowed to take their own water into venues, the covers for folk betting up to get even venues was explained and looked good,” said Coates.
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Qatar Airways is National Airline Partner for IAAF Worlds Doha 2019

TOP OF THE LINE

Qatar Airways CEO Akbar al-Baker said: “We are proud to support the IAAF World Championships, which is considered the biggest event in the world in the track and field discipline. Hosting the World Championships in Qatar will lead the home contingent at the IAAF World Championships Doha 2019. It is a dream for all Qataris, especially as this will be the first time the championships are held in the Middle East. At the same time, the competition will serve to further establish our commitment to sports in Qatar and our home country such as the 2022 FIFA World Cup.”

Swimming World Championships

Sun embroiled in more podiu

Lilly King of the US celebrates winning the women’s 100m breaststroke final at the World Championships in Gwangju, South Korea, yesterday. (AFP)
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